As local signals, calcium puffs arise from the concerted opening of a few nearby inositol 1,4,5-trisphospate receptor channels to release Ca 2+ ions from the endoplasmic reticulum. Although Ca 2+ puffs have been well studied, little is known about the modulation of cytosolic basal Ca 2+ concentration ([Ca 2+ ] Basal ) on puff dynamics. In this paper we consider a puff model to study how the statistical properties of puffs are modulated by [Ca 2+ ] Basal . The puff frequency and lifetime trivially increase with the increasing [Ca 2+ ] Basal , but an unexpected result is that the puff amplitude and the maximum open-channel number of the puff show decreasing relationship with the increasing [Ca 2+ ] Basal . The underlying dynamics is related not only to the increasing puff frequency which gives a shorter recovery time, but also to the increasing frequency of blips with only one channel open. We indicate that Ca 2+ blips cause the channels to be inhibited and prevent their recovery during interpuff intervals, resulting in the suppressing effect on puff amplitudes. With increasing [Ca 2+ ] Basal , more blips occur to cause more channels to be inhibited, leaving fewer channels available for puff events. This study shows that the blips may play relevant functions in global Ca 2+ waves through modulating puff dynamics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As a second messenger of cells, calcium ion (Ca 2+ ) acts as an important signal to regulate various cellular processes, such as gene expression, muscle contraction, metabolism, and memory [1, 2] . At the resting state, the free cytosolic Ca 2+ concentration ([Ca 2+ ] ) is maintained at a few tens of nM [1, 3] . Most of the Ca 2+ ions in cells are stored in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) in which [Ca 2+ ] can be 300 μM or even above 2mM [4, 5] . When inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP 3 ) messengers are generated upon responding to extracellular stimulus and bind to IP 3 receptors (IP 3 R) on ER, the IP 3 R channels become open to release Ca 2+ ions into the cytosol from the ER. The oscillating [Ca 2+ ] performs its physiological functions.
Whether the IP 3 R channel is open or not is determined by the binding and unbinding of IP 3 and Ca 2+ to the channel. The binding of IP 3 always promotes the open probability of IP 3 Rs, while the Ca 2+ binding shows a biphasic dynamics, because there are activating and inhibiting Ca 2+ binding sites on IP 3 Rs. The low cytosolic [Ca 2+ ] can typically activate the channels and increase the open probability of IP 3 Rs, giving the process of the Ca 2+ -induced Ca 2+ release (CICR). However, when the cytosolic [Ca 2+ ] is larger than several μM, the Ca 2+ ions will typically bind on the inhibiting sites of channels, which closes the channels [6, 7] .
It has been suggested that the IP 3 R channels are distributed in clusters on the ER to generate different Ca 2+ signals [8] . The fundamental signal is a blip which is a random opening of individual IP 3 Rs [9, 10] [11] . The dynamics of the Ca 2+ puffs has been studied extensively not only in experiments [13] [14] [15] , but also with theoretical models [16] [17] [18] . Computational models provide valuable insights into the Ca 2+ signaling mechanisms. Some models focused on the transition dynamics from blips to puffs [19] and some on the dynamics from puffs to waves [20] . It has been suggested that the puff is terminated by self-inhibition [17] . For puffs, it is important to know how different factors, such as [IP 3 ], Ca 2+ buffers, and the cluster size, affect the puff dynamics in amplitude, lifetime, and frequency [18, 21] . Rüdiger et al. [22] [18] found that the mean puff amplitude has a linear relation with cluster size N at small N , while at large N there is a nonlinear relation. Puff decay time is more sensitive to N than puff rise time is. Qi et al. [21] showed that there are linear relations for the interevent interval (including blips and puffs) and the first event latency against the inverse of N . However, nonlinearity is found for the interpuff interval and the first puff latency against the inverse of N . Both puff frequency and blip frequency increase with increasing [IP 3 
II. STOCHASTIC PUFF MODEL
In the paper, we consider a point-source puff model consisting of a stochastic description for IP 3 R channels and a deterministic scheme for [Ca 2+ ]. The IP 3 R channels are discussed with the modified DYK model [25] , consisting of four identical independent subunits. Each subunit comprises three sites: an IP 3 binding site (i), an activating Ca 2+ binding site (j ), and an inhibiting Ca 2+ binding site (k). Each site has two states: binding (1) or unbinding (0). Thus each subunit has eight different states (ijk) as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Only the state (110) with both IP 3 and activating Ca 2+ bound is the active state [the red one in Fig. 1(a) ]. The IP 3 R channel is open if at least three of the four subunits are in the active state.
As plotted in Fig. 1(a) , we classify the eight states of subunits into three groups: the active state (110) which is directly related to the channel open, the three closed states which can become active upon the fast binding of IP 3 and/or Ca 2+ [the green ones in Fig. 1(a) ], and the four inhibited states which have Ca 2+ bound on the inhibitory binding sites [the yellow ones in Fig. 1(a) ]. Once the subunit falls into inhibited states, it will typically remain inhibited for a relatively long time. With the given parameters to fit the experimental data [25, 26] , the channel open probability against [Ca 2+ ] at different [IP 3 ] is plotted in Fig. 1 
(b).
Suppose there are N channels in the cluster. In the model, two different calcium concentrations are proposed for the open and closed channels, respectively [23, 24] 
in which J Cluster denotes the flux of Ca 2+ from the ER into the cytosol through the open IP 3 Rs in the cluster; J En and J Ex represent the effects of the endogenous and exogenous buffers, respectively; and J Pump denotes the effect of the SERCA pump.
The flux J Cluster is given by
Here, γ is the decay rate for the domain collapse, describing the diffusing process of free calcium into the cytosolic space. It is well known that buffers can strongly affect [Ca 2+ ] Close . In our model, we consider an endogenous buffer and an exogenous buffer in the cytosol [29] . The equations for buffer dynamics are given in the following: 
The term J Pump denotes the SERCA pump to drive Ca 2+ ions from the cytosol into the ER in order to keep the high [Ca 2+ ] in the ER [30] , which is given by
where V Pump is the maximal calcium uptake, and k Pump is the activation constant for the pump. In the model, we consider a constant leakage J Leak from the ER, which is necessary for establishing a stable resting cytosolic [Ca 2+ ] Basal [30] . As a result, J Leak is a function of [Ca 2+ ] Basal .
The values of the parameters are cited from other Ca 2+ models [16, 21, 29] , which are given in Table I . It has been found that the majority of puff sites are involved in four to six channels in individual clusters in human neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y cells, but some clusters contain ten or more functional channels and some may only have two or three channels [10, 13] . In our simulation, we consider two to ten channels in the cluster. At low [IP 3 ], most open events in the given cluster are likely to be blips because many channel subunits are IP 3 unbound. However, for high [IP 3 ], many channels are IP 3 bound and a randomly open channel can easily trigger the other channels to open to generate puffs. As shown in Fig. 1(b First of all, we show that the model with the parameters given in Table I can reproduce the experimental data [14] . In Fig. 2(c) , the experimental result of puff frequency as Figure 2(c) indicates that the puff frequency obtained in our model can well reproduce the experimental data observed in human neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y cells [14] .
B. Effects of cluster size on puffs
Now we discuss the puff behaviors as a function of N at different [Ca 2+ ] Basal . Figure 3(a) indicates that the puff frequency increases with the increasing N . This is because increasing N means more channels are available not only to be the first open channel, but also to be the channels triggered by the first open channel to produce a puff. 
C. Effects of basal [Ca 2+ ] on puffs
Because little is known experimentally and theoretically on how [Ca 2+ ] Basal affects the puff dynamic, in our simulation we discuss in detail the puff behaviors with varying [Ca 2+ ] Basal from 0.02 to 0.2 μM.
As shown in Fig. 1(b 
D. Behaviors of probabilities for subunit states
In order to reveal the additional suppressing effect on puff amplitudes with increasing [Ca 2+ ] Basal , we discuss the behavior of the subunit states of channels modulated by [Ca 2+ ] Basal . Figure 5 (a) presents the probabilities of eight states as a function of [Ca 2+ ] Basal at [IP 3 ] = 0.1 μM and N = 8. We can see that the subunits mainly stay in the four states: the active state of (110), the closed state of (100), and the inhibited states of (011) and (111) In Fig. 5 , the probabilities are calculated for all subunits as averages for a long time with many puffs and interpuff intervals. Note that the puff amplitude is actually determined by the available channels before the puff. Thus we focus our investigation more on the subunits during the interpuff intervals. Figure 6 calculates the evolution of probabilities P Active , P Inhibited , and P Closed right after puffs for 50 ms and right before puffs for 50 ms. As shown in Fig. 6 (a) at low [Ca 2+ ] Basal = 0.04 μM, after the termination of puffs most subunits stay in the closed states (P Closed ∼ 0.4) and the inhibited states (P Inhibited ∼ 0.4). During the recovery, the inhibited subunits keep decreasing, while the closed subunits keep increasing. Before initiating a puff, P Active + P Closed increases to 80% with P Inhibited decreasing to 20%, making most of the subunits available for puffs.
As a comparison, at high [Ca 2+ ] Basal = 0.14 μM shown in Fig. 6(b) , P Inhibited is about 0.45 right after a puff with P Active + P Closed around 0.55. During the recovery, the inhibited subunits decrease slowly. As a result, right before a puff, P Inhibited is still around 0.36, leaving only 64% of the subunits available for puff events. Figure 6 clearly shows that there is an inhibition process occurring in interpuff intervals, causing the slow recovery for subunits from inhibited states to noninhibited states at high [Ca 2+ ] Basal .
E. The detailed puff trajectories
Now we investigate in detail the recovery process during the interpuff interval by discussing the channel gating trajectories with two examples. Figure 7 plots the trajectories of N Open , [Ca 2+ ] Close , P Active , P Closed , and P Inhibited at N = 8 with [Ca 2+ ] Basal = 0.04 and 0.14 μM. For both examples, we can observe the following similar processes during puff periods: At the rise period of puffs (red regions in Fig. 7) , P Active increases and P Closed decreases to 0 with P Inhibited staying almost unchanged, indicating a major transition from closed states to active state. Then at the termination period of the puff (yellow regions in Fig. 7) , P Active decreases and P Inhibited increases with P Closed staying around 0, showing a major transition from active state to inhibited states.
Right after the puff termination (green regions in Fig. 7) , both examples still present a quite similar recovery process where P Active continually decreases and P Closed increases with P Inhibited staying almost constant, giving a major transition from active state to closed states.
However, different recovery evolutions are then observed for the two examples. At [Ca 2+ ] Basal = 0.04 μM, P Active stays almost constant, P Closed increases, and P Inhibited decreases during recovery, indicating a recovery transition from inhibited states to closed states. Differently, at [Ca 2+ ] Basal = 0.14 μM, P Active presents a large fluctuation with P Closed showing a compensating fluctuation, while P Inhibited typically decreases with P Closed giving a compensating increase. Importantly, the decrease of P Inhibited is slower at [Ca 2+ ] Basal = 0.14 μM than at 0.04 μM.
One obvious reason for the more inhibited channels found right before puffs with higher [Ca 2+ ] Basal is that the recovery time, i.e., the interpuff interval, is shorter at [Ca 2+ ] Basal = 0.14 μM than at 0.04 μM. However, the comparison of P Inhibited in Fig. 7 indicates that there is another mechanism to cause more channels to be inhibited at high [Ca 2+ ] Basal . At [Ca 2+ ] Basal = 0.14 μM, more blips are observed in the interpuff interval, as marked by arrows in Fig. 7(f) . The occurrence of individual blips not only generates a large fluctuation on P Active during the recovery process, but also induces a small stepped increase of P Inhibited after the blip, as marked by arrows in Fig. 7(j) . As a result, the Ca 2+ blips present a suppressing effect on puff amplitude by inhibiting channels to prevent their recovery during interpuff intervals.
F. Suppressing effect of Ca
2+ blips on puff amplitudes
The above discussion indicates an inhibition effect of Ca 2+ blips on puff dynamics. During the recovery interval of two successive puffs, the stochastic blips occur. After a blip event with only one channel open, at least one subunit has to become inhibited in that channel. Thus the recovery process is prevented by each blip with at least one subunit becoming inhibited. Figure 8 shows Fig. 4(a) ], but also increases channels open to generate a puff or fail to trigger any more channels open to present a blip only.
In this paper, we propose an improved hybrid model with a stochastic dynamics for IP 3 R channels and a deterministic dynamics of two-level [Ca 2+ ] for the open and closed channels. A dynamical [Ca 2+ ] Close for closed channels is considered by accounting the effects of the exogenous dye buffer, the endogenous buffer, and the SERCA pump in detail. The process of diffusing free Ca 2+ into the cytosolic space is implicitly implemented into the point-source model by introducing a decay rate on the Ca 2+ flux J Cluster . In the model we assume that the channel flux is proportional to N Open in Eq. (2) . Note that this linear relationship is only applicable in the case of small channel number and large distance among channels [23, 31] , which is the situation we are dealing with here. Our model is built up for human neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y cells. As shown in the experiment, the majority of puff sites are involved in four to six channels [10, 13] with the spatial distance larger than 100 nm between functional IP 3 Rs in individual clusters in SH-SY5Y cells [32] .
Because little is known about the modulation of [Ca 2+ ] Basal on puff behaviors, we aim to investigate how the puff dynamics would be affected by [Ca 2+ ] Basal , as well as N . Consistent with the experimental observations [13] [14] [15] , our simulations show that monotonically increasing behavior with increasing N can be observed for puff frequency, lifetime, amplitude, and the maximal open-channel number of puffs.
For [Ca 2+ ] Basal , its increase trivially causes the increase of puff frequency and lifetime, but unexpectedly generates the reduction of puff amplitude and the maximal open-channel number. We show that the underlying dynamics is related to the increase of both puff and blip frequencies. On one hand, the higher puff frequency means a shorter recovery time; on the other hand, more blips directly cause more inhibited channels. Both factors actually cause fewer channels to be available for puffs.
During a puff, the channel subunits are mainly self-inhibited [17, 23] . In other words, the high Ca 2+ concentration released from the open channel can inhibit the open channel itself. For the closed channels, as shown in Figs. 3(c) and 4(c) , the domain [Ca 2+ ] Close generated by the nearby open channels can become larger than 1 μM, which is also high enough to inhibit the closed channels. These two inhibition processes determine the termination of puffs.
However, one may think it should be an ideal recovery period between two successive puffs, so that those inhibited channel subunits will become uninhibited one by one, gradually. Nevertheless, because of the occurrence of blips, the interpuff interval is not an ideal recovery process. After a blip event, at least one subunit of that open channel has to become inhibited. In other words, the recovery process is prevented by each blip with at least one subunit becoming inhibited. Thus we suggest that there is a suppressing effect of blips on puff amplitudes by inhibiting channels to prevent the recovery process. With the increasing [Ca 2+ ] Close , such an inhibition effect becomes stronger because of more blips generated.
It has been an interesting question for a long time how local stochastic Ca 2+ releases generate global cellular Ca 2+ waves [20, [33] [34] [35] . Recent experiment and simulation studies indicate that global repetitive Ca 2+ waves with long time scales are an emergent property of the stochastic dynamics of the whole cluster array [20, 34, 35] , rather than a merely synchronizing oscillation of IP 3 R clusters on the same time scale [33] . As shown in experiment, during the long interwave period increasing puffs will generate the slow accumulation of [Ca 2+ ] Basal [11] . The blips were previously regarded as the failure events for puff generation and could hardly perform any biological functions. Recently, Qi et al. [21] suggested that the blips with large release frequency can contribute to increased [Ca 2+ ] Basal and so possibly participate in the initiation of Ca 2+ waves, especially in small cells with small clusters. In this paper, an interesting inhibition effect is predicted for blips on puff dynamics, which would gain greatly in importance if such experiments of basal calcium effect can be performed. This study shows that the blips may play some nontrivial roles in generating global Ca 2+ waves through modulating puff dynamics. Thus the blip dynamics may be biologically relevant for Ca 2+ signaling.
